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Experimental and theoretical investigations of the mechanisms of thermal equilibration in n-type
amorphous silicon are presented. The time, temperature, and doping dependence of the band-tail
electron density is obtained from sweep-out experiments, and the dangling-bond and donor densities
from photothermal de8ection spectroscopy (PDS), bias annealing, and C- V characteristic measure-
ments. An important new result is that donors participate in the equilibration, and that the doping
ef6ciency can be greatly enhanced by a depletion bias. Numerical modeling of the transport allows

us to deduce the changes in the density of states and in the position of the Fermi energy, both in

equilibrium and in the frozen-in state. The equilibrium state is derived by minimizing the free ener-

gy of the doped a-Si:H using a simple density-of-states model. VAth this approach, the electronic
properties (doping eSciency, conductivity, Fermi energy, etc.) can be computed and are shown to be
in fairly good agreement with all the experimental results, although the observed lack of tempera-
ture dependence of the dangling-bond density remains a puzzle. Further evidence is presented that
hydrogen motion is the underlying mechanism of equilibration, and we develop a qualitative model

to describe the bonding and movement of hydrogen, based on a distribution of weak Si—Si bonds.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent experiments have found that some electronic
properties of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H)
can be described by a glasslike thermal equi1ibrium. '

This means that equilibrium is rapidly established near
the deposition temperature, but as the material is cooled,
the structural changes needed to maintain equihbrium be-
come increasingly slow, and eventually the structure
freezes into a nonequihbrium state. The properties below
the equilibration temperature are therefore determined
by the kinetics of cooling as in a conventional glass. This
type of behavior has now been observed, mostly from
electronic transport measurements, in both doped and
undoped a-Si:H. The equihbration temperature is in the
range 100-200'C for slow cooling rates, and is lowest in
p-type material and highest in undoped material.

There are two characteristic aspects to the equilibra-
tion process which need further explanation. One is the
nature of the equilibrium state, which is described by the
thermodynamically stable state (lowest free energy) from
amongst the set of accessible configurations. The second
aspect is the kinetics by which the system approaches
equilibrium, which is particularly important at low tem-
peratures when the equilibration time becomes
suScientiy long to frceze in a nonequilibrium state. The
detailed mechanisms of these two processes, particularly
in n-type doped material, is the subject of this paper.

In order to understand the equilibrium from a thermo-
dynamic point of view, information is needed about the
set of structural cordigurations that participate, and their
formation energies. This has led us to study the
temperature-dependent changes in ihe density of states
and in the electron or hole distributions. ' ' The trans-
port measurements from which the equilibration has been
observed are controQed by the localized state distribu-

tion. Thus most models focus on band-tail states, donor
and acceptor impurity states, and deep defects. ' In
our previous studies the equilibrium was observed by
sweep-out and conductivity data, both of which depend
particularly on the density and distribution of defect and
dopant states. ' %e developed a model based on the de-
fect compensation description of doping, ' in which the
principal variables ai'e the densities of the diff'erent types
of states. On the other hand, Bar-Yam et al. s have pro-
posed a theory in which the shape of the gap state distri-
bution as well as the density is modified by the thermal
equilibrium„and Smith and Wagner have related the
equilibrium in undoped u-Si:H to the distribution of the
valence-band tail.

Concerning the kinetics of equilibration, we have pro--

posed that the origin is the motion of bonded hydrogen,
with the silicon matrix being essentially rigid. ill Mea-
surements of hydrogen diffusion find that the rate of hy-
drogen motion can quantitatively account for the equili-
bration data. " However, other groups have suggested
that structural rearrangements not involving hydrogen
may be important. Here we discuss the hydrogen model
in more detail and look for further ways of testing this
model.

There have been several attempts to give a thermo-
dynamic description of the equilibrium, which this work
extends. ' ' In undoped a-Si:H, Smith and Wagner as-
sume that only neutral defects equilibrate, and have ap-
proached the calculation of equilibrium densities by in-
cluding a distribution of weak Si—Si bonds which they
equate to the valence-band density of states. Doped a-
Si:H requires a diFerent analysis because the defects are
charged and there are also dopant states. ' We base our
description on the defect compensation model of dop-
ing, 'c and the same approach has been taken by Muller
et al. The analysis is extended here to account for the
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temperature dependence of the transport data in more
detail. In fact, we are able to explain from Srst principles
many of the observations of equilibrium and doping that
are found in n-type c-Si:H.

The main purpose of this paper is therefore to investi-
gate further the microscopic mechanisms of the equilibri-
um. The procedure is 6rst to deduce the changes in the
density of states from the experirnenta) data using numer-
ical modeling. The same modeling approach is then used
to calculate from Srst principles the equilibrium state by
minimizing the free energy. Lastly, we relate the elec-
tronic equilibrium to the underlying bonding changes.
The paper is therefore organized as follows. In Sec. II
new data are presented that further characterize the equi-
librium state and the associated changes in the density of
states. In Sec. III we describe the modehng procedure
and show that a simple density of states leads to an excel-
lent description of the equilibrium, so that we can de-
scribe the changes that occur in some detail. The success
of the modeling also provides further improvement in the
model density of states. Section IV develops a model for
the equilibrium in terms of the thermodynamics of the
electronic states starting from both an analytical and nu-
merical approach. Section V presents new data on the
time-dependent relaxation to equilibrium, and argues for
the role of hydrogen. Finally, Sec. VI considers how hy-
drogen might determine the equilibrium, and also
discusses some of the unresolved issues.

G. MEASUREMENTS OF THE
ELECfRONIC EQUII.ISRIUM

The speci6c measurements used here to characterize
the equilibration are the density of shallow states, naT,
which is obtained from sweep-out experiments, ' the den-
sity of deep states from photothermal deflection spectros-
copy (PDS) and C-V characteristic measurements, ' and
the d.c. conductivity. As in previous work, the interpre-
tation of the results is based on a model for doped materi-
al, in which dangling bonds are the only significant deep
electronic states, so that by charge neutrahty,

~ST =+donor +De &

where %donor and %os are the densities of donors and
dangling bonds.

The samples are all grown by plasma decomposition
using depositions that are known to give good electronic
properties (low rf power, pure silane, and a substrate tem-
perature of 230'C). Virtually all the measurements are
for n-type samples which are made by gas phase doping
with PH3.

Figure 1 shows a set of relaxation data for n BT which
are more complete than previous results. Initially, the
sample is heated to 210'C for 10 min to bring the struc-
ture into equilibrium. The sample is then cooled rapidly
in air (rate 2 —5 C/sec) to room temperature, which
freezes in a nonequilibrium state. For the room-
temperature relaxation, the sample is then measured after
resting in the dark for an increasingly Iong time. For
most of the data at elevated temperatures, the sample is
annealed in air in an oven for increasing periods, and
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FIG. 1. The relaxation of n» in an n-type sample at difFerent
temperatures following quenching from 210'C.
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FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of the equilibrium
value of n&T in n-type a-Si:H at two doping levels.

then cooled to room temperature for measurement. As
the data in Fig. 1 show, there is essentially no relaxation
at room temperature for times up to an hour, so that the
few minutes that the samples are cooled for measurement
do not inhuence the relaxation curves for the higher tem-
peratures. When the temperature is over 100'C, the re-
laxation time is so short as to be comparable with the
thermal time constant of the oven, and instead the sam-
ples were annealed by immersing in hot ethylene glycol.

It is evident from Fig. 1 that the steady-state value of
nor increases with temperature. More complete data for
the temperature dependence of the equilibrium values of
nBT are shown in Fig. 2 for two n-type doping levels.
(Note that naT is the charge in the band tail, not the
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free-carrier concentration. ) The low-temperature data
( & 130'C) are obtained from relaxation curves as in Fig.
1. In this range the sample must be annealed for a
suSciently long time to ensure that it has reached a
steady state. At higher temperatures the necessary an-
nealing times are quite short, and a few minutes is
suflicient. However, the problem is to ensure that the
cooling rate is fast eilollgll to freeze the structure at tile
con5guration of the annealing temperature. Previously,
we reported that nnY did not increase above about 200'C
because the cooling rate for an air quench was
insufficien. ' For the measurements here, quenching
from temperatures above 180'C was in cold water„which
increases the cooling rate by 1-2 orders of magnitude,
and as a result nsz increased up to anneal temperatures
of at least 300'C. It is difficult to confirm that the
effective equilibration temperature is indeed equal to the
anneal temperature in this range, but the fact that nirr
keeps increasing suggests that this is a reasonable as-
sumption. The measurements show that nay is activated
with a fairly small activation energy of 0.14 eV at a dop-
1ng level
of 10 i[PH3]/[SiH4], increasing to 0.22 eV at
10 [PH3]/[SiH4]. Near room temperature there seems
to be a small departure from the activated form in the
one case when careful measurements have been made.
Overall, nnY changes by about an order of magnitude
over the accessible range of anneal temperatures. For
doping levels of 10 4 and 10 i the measured danglin-
bond densities are approximately 3X10'7 and 3X10 s

cm, respectively, so that n~ ranges from about 5% to
50% of the dangling-bond density.

A. Changes in the density of states

Although there is now much information about the
thermally induced variations in nni, much less is known
about the underlying changes in the density of states
N(E). According to Eq. (1), an increase in nnz could
occur either through a reduction in NDn or an increase in

Ns,„„,or by changes in both quantities. In order to ex-
plore the thermally induced changes in Non and Ns,„„,
photothermal deffection spectroscopy (PDS), capaci-
tance-voltage (C-V) characteristics, and bias-annealing
measurements have been performed on samples annealed
and quenched at dieerent temperatures. The results of
the PDS experiments are shown in Table I. The sample
had a doping level of 10 [PH~]/[SiH4] and a dangling-
bond density of -3X10's cm . The relative changes in
the defect density were found by taking the ratio of the
PDS spectra after difFerent annealing conditions and
comparing the subgap region of defect absorption with
the band-edge region. The procedure a11ows changes of
about 10% in the defect density to be detected. As is
seen from the results in Table I, over a wide range of ac-

cessible equilibration temperatures, corresponding to
quenching in water from 240'C or annealing for 2 h at
130 C, there is no discernible signi6cant change in XDz,
compared to the initial state of the sample which had
been rested at room temperature for several months. In
the data of Fig. 2, the largest nay is about 50% of the
danghng-bond density and the smallest is -20%. The
absence of any detectable change in XD& therefore sug-
gests that variations in the donor density must account
for the increase in nay, and this result is confirmed by the
experiment described next.

The changes in N(E) were also investigated by sweep-
out measurements of nay after bias annealing. Previously
it was shown that annealing and quenching under reverse
bias resulted in a large increase in nsz, compared to
quenching without bias. ' The effect is similar to that re-
ported by Lang et al. from capacitance results. 's Our
explanation is that a depletion bias perturbs the electron-
ic equilibrium by depressing the Fermi energy and chang-
ing the occupancy of the states. The charge neutrality
expression is then given by

nn~(bias) =N~„„—NDn —Q~,~, /ivq, (2)

where Qs,» is the depletion charge induced by the bias, w

is the width of the n-type layer, and q is the electronic
charge. Equilibrium is regained by changes in NDn
and/or Ns, „„which restores the usual value of nay.
However, when the bias is removed nay increases by

Qs, i/toq. The results in Fig. 3 are for an n-type sample
doped 10 [PH&]/[SiH4]. The sample has a particularly
thin n-type layer so that the normal equilibrium sweep-
out charge (qwnnz ) is small. As the bias annealing is per-
formed at higher temperatures, and for longer times, the
resulting nay increased by nearly 2 orders of magnitude
up to a density of 4X10' cm . Even this high value
does not represent the ultimate steady state, but instead is
limited by current injection at the contact since the field
at the contact increases as the depletion charge increases.
Because of this limitation, the largest bias-annealing
elects in ns& occur in samples with the thinnest n-type
layers. We note that related bias-annealing effects have
been seen in solar cells. ' An improvement in the
efficiency is found which is consistent with an enhance-
ment of the doping efficiency ofp or n layers.

The highest measured nay value of 4X10' cm
should be compared with the usual equilibrium value of
less than 10' cm and the normal densities of donors
and dangling bonds which are both about 10' em
Thus even if XDB decreased to zero, Xz,„„must increase
by a factor 4 to account for the results, demonstrating
that the donor states definitely participate in the equili-
bration. A gas phase doping of 10 corres onds to a
bulk phosphorus concentration of —10' cm, when the
enhancement factor for incorporation is included. The

TABLE I. Results of PDS measurements of the defect density in s sample doped 10 '[PH, ]/[SiH4]
after annealing at dilerent temperatures, compared to the rested state.

XD~(relative) 1.0

T~ ——130 C Tq ——190 C Tq ——240 C
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g Q1S

[PHs]l[S(H4] = f0-5

300K

TABLE II. Band-tail charge, dangling bond density, and
donor density (cm ) for 10 ppm phosphorus doped sample as
obtained from C- V data at 100 KHz.
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FIG. 3. Measurements of naT after bias annealing, showing
the enhancement of the electron density by nearly 2 orders of
magnitude.

bias-annealing results therefore show that the doping
ef[lciency reaches about 40% and possibly could go even
higher.

Capacitance-voltage measurements at a range of fre-
quencies are the third experiment used to study the
changes in the density of states as a result of equilibra-
tion. The capacitance C of an n-type sample measures
the width of the depletion layer, and as a reverse bias Vis
apphed, the depletion layer broadens. (Note that the
measurements are at room temperature, so that the sam-
ple is in the frozen state and the bias does not change the
doping efftciency. } It is observed that samples quenched
from a higher temperature have a greatly increased ca-
pacitance, clearly due to the higher electron density in-
duced by annealing which results in a lower depletion-
layer width. In a crystalline semiconductor with discrete
levels, a plot of 1jC against V can be directly related to
the density of dopants. The analysis of the data in an
amorphous semiconductor is more complicated because
of the broadened energy levels, and instead we use a nu-
merical calculation using the known distribution of
states, as is described elsewhere. ' At low bias, the de-
pletion width is mostly determined by the shallow states,
and so is most sensitive to the changes in n BT, whereas at
high bias the deep states are also important, so that the
changes in both types of states can be deduced. Table II
shows typical results from one sample and compares the
rested state with the result of annealing and quenching at
a different high and a low equilibration temperature. The
donor density increases signi6cantly with anneal temper-
ature, while the change in the dangling-bond density is
smaller. The capacitance results therefore con5rm the
conclusions of the PDS and bias-annealing experiments.

If it is assumed that the temperature dependence of

3X 1O"
SX 1O"
8.3X 10"

9X 10"
9X10"
1.0X 1O"

4X 10[6

9X 10
1.3 X 10"

NDB is activated, as might be expected for a thermal
equilibrium process,

Nna ——Noexp( E lk—T), (3)

then it is clear from the results of Tables I and II that the
energy E must be close to zero. Any model for thermal
equilibrium must account for the low values of E, and
this point is discussed in greater detail later.
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FIG. 4. The density-of-states model used for the numerical
calculations of the electronic properties. The dangling bond
and donor peak magnitude vary according to the doping level.

III. MODELING OF THE ELECTRONIC EQUILIBRIUM

A. Modeling procedures

The aim of the modeling is to relate the observed
equilibration effects in the sweep-out and conductivity
data to the underlying changes in the density-of-states
distribution. Two types of calculations are made. First
we use the modehng to relate the difFerent experimental
results, for example, the sweep-out and the dc conductivi-
ty. Then we derive the equilibrium configuration from
free-energy considerations. The density of states used in
the calculations is shown in Fig. 4, which depicts the
upper half of the band gap for n-type samples. The mod-
el is based on a variety of measurements that have ex-
plored the difFerent features of the density of states, but it
must be recognized that the full distribution has not been
experimentally verified. The upper part of the conduc-
tion band is derived from the inverse photoemission re-
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suits of Jackson et al. ,
' which find a linear energy

dependence in the region of the mobility edge. Further
into the gap, an exponential band tail is assumed with a
slope corresponding to a characteristic temperature T& of
260 K, as found in drift mobility experiments on our sam-
ples. ' The mobility edge Ec is located at a density of
states of 2&10 ' cm eV ', as we have used previously
and in general agreement with the inverse photoemission
results. In this position, Ec lies about 0.1 eV above the
exponential region of the band tail. This shape for the
band edge is quite similar to that deduced by Spear, ex-
cept that the overall density is higher. The dangling-
bond peak is located at Ez, 0.8 eV below Ec as observed
in deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS), ' and we as-
sume a Gaussian shape for the defect band, usually with a
width of 0.15 eV which is close to the measured value.
Other DLTS data give similar results and also provide
direct evidence for the deep minimum in the density of
states at about E& —0.4 eV. Since the defect band is in-
variably almost full in n-type material, we only consider
the upper Hubbard band, corresponding to the negative
state. The donor band has the least precisely known dis-
tribution, and is assumed to be Gaussian with its peak
position 0.05-0.2 eV below E& with a width of about 0.1

eV. As is shown below, the modeling is able to place
soIIle lIIIllts 01l its posltloli.

The electronic configuration is completely defined by
the density of states, the total density of electrons, and
the temperature. The modehng procedure is to first as-
sume a total density of donors and dangling bonds, and a
set of shape parameters that completely determines the
shape of the density of states. A trial Fermi energy is
chosen and the electron distribution is calculated for a
particular temperature using full Fermi statistics. The
model is tested for charge neutrality, the condition being
equality between the total density of electrons and
donors. The position of EF is then adjusted until neutral-
ity is obtained. %'bile most calculations are made with
the density. of-states parameters as described above, we
have also varied the shape of the dangling bonds, the tail
states, and the donors to explore the sensitivity of the re-
sults to the various parameters.

B. Equilibrium conditions

In earlier work it was argued that in equilibrium, the
Fermi energy is at the density-of-states minimum be-
tween the band tail and the dangling-bond level, and does
not change with temperature. The numerical modehng
allows us to check whether this is indeed so. Figure 5
shows calculations of the temperature dependence of the
Fermi energy for difkrent doping levels, based on the na~
data in Fig. 2. At the 10 [PH&]/[SIHz] doping level,
NDn is known to be about 3X10' cm (Ref. 23) and an
order of magnitude lower at 10 [PHI]/[SiH4]. Thu»t
each temperature we use the appropriate values of Non
and the measured naz to obtain Nd „„,and the calcula-
tion then Snds the position of EF. It is seen that over the
range of 300-580 K, EF is only weakly temperature
dependent with a slope of (0-2)k. Note that the experi-
mental uncertainty in the measurement of n~ tends to
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The calculated temperature dependence of the Fermi
equilibrium at two doping levels, derived from the
measurements in Fig. 2.
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overestimate the temperature dependence. Incomplete
relaxation makes the measured naz too high at low tem-
perature, and insufFiciently fast cooling makes it too low
at high temperature.

These calculations assume a constant ND& and varying

Nd, „„with temperature as indicated by experiment. In
fact, it is not clear exactly how Ed,„„and XDz vary in-
dependently in equilibrium, without invoking thermo-
dynamics in the way described later in the paper. The
calculations of EF were therefore repeated keeping Nd, „„
fixed and finding NDn from the known nnT As seen . in
Fig. 5, the results are practically identical, showing that
the modeling of E„ is insensitive to the uncertainty in the
underlying behavior, The reason is that EF is almost en-
tirely determined by the magnitude of nzz, and the densi-
ty of states above the minimum of N (E). Since the donor
band is mostly hidden within the intrinsic band tail, small
changes in N«„,„have little influence on the results.

The modeling therefore confirms that EF does not vary
strongly with temperature in equilibrium, as was assumed
in our previous analysis. On the other hand, the position
of EF, particularly at the higher doping level, is closer to
the conduction-band edge rather than being at the
minimum of the density of states as depicted in Fig. 4. It
is unclear whether this represents a signi6cant departure
from our previous model, because the position of the
minimum will be shifted if the actual width of the
dangling-bond band or the slope of the band tail is
different from our assumed values and these parameters
are not very accurately known.

Once the position of E+ has been obtained, the temper-
ature dependence of the dc conductivity is readily de-
duced. It is assumed that conduction takes place above
the mobility edge and is given by

cr =n (E )Ec)ep, i„, ,

where n(E ~Ez) is the density of electrons above Ec,
and p&„, is the free-carrier mobility, taken to be 10
cm /V sec. The points in Fig, 6 show the calculated con-
ductivity for the 10 and 10 [PH3]/[SiH4] doping lev-
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FIG. 6. The calculated conductivity at two doping levels for
both the equilibrium and the frozen-in states, based on the
sweep-out data of Fig. 2. The points are calculated from actual

nsT data. The assumed equilibrium temperatures for the
frozen-in state are shown.

el, derived from the n&T data. The activation energies
(0.24 and 0.32 eV) and prefactor of 100-150 0 'cm
agree extremely well with the measured data (0.28 and
0.34 eV, 200 0 ' cm '). ~ The fact that we can take the
n aT da'ta and accurately calculate the conductlvtty ls

good confirmation that both the model density of states
and the position of E~ are essentially correct. The agree-
ment with experiment would be improved by a slight
shift of the assumed mobility edge position to higher en-

ergy by -20 meV, but the results are within the experi-
mental uncertainty of the data.

It is of interest to note that both naT and rr, are ac-
tivated, but with diN'erent energies of 0.22 and 0.34 eV,
respectively, for 10 doping (compare Figs. 2 and 6).
Figure 7, which shows the temperature dependence of the
electron distribution, illustrates the origin of the different
energies. These calculations are made for the 10 dop-
ing level and use the nBT data in Fig. 2 to calculate Ez-at
dilferent temperatures. The occupied band-tail-state dis-
tribution is then calculated from the density of states and
the Fermi function. The results illustrate that the elec-
tron distribution peaks well above EF because N{E) in
the band tail increases more rapidly than the decrease of
the Fermi function vvhen the temperature is above the
260-K slope of the tail. The peak of the electron distribu-
tion varies a little with temperature, and lies 50-100 meV

FIG. 7. The calculated band-tail electron distribution based
on measured nBT values, showing that above room temperature,
the electrons occupy a fairly narrow peak 0.05-0.1 eV belo~
the mobility edge.

below Ec, and this is the origin of the difFerence between

naT and cr. The peak in the electron density occurs at
the energy where the density-of-states distribution be-
comes latter at the top of the exponential tail. If the ex-
ponential tail continued up to the mobility edge, then the
two activation energies for nuT and rr would be the same.
The 118'erence of -0.1 eV is a clear demonstration that
Ez occurs beyond the range of the exponential tail.

C. Nonequilibriom conditions

In the frozen-in state, the density of states and hence

nBT are independent of temperature, but re6ect the equi-
librium values at some higher temperature from which
the sample has been quenched. This leads to a very
different temperature dependence of the Fermi energy
compared to the equilibrium case. The calculations are
for the same doping levels as in the equilibrium case
(10 and 10 ). To model the freezing of the structure
from different temperatures, we hold nsT and the density
of states constant at the values corresponding to a partic-
ular equilibration temperature, and then calculate the
temperature dependence of EF, which is shown in Fig. 8.
EF now varies much more rapidly with temperature than
for the equlhbrlum case, having a slope of Up to 9k.

The diS'erence between the equilibrium and nonequi-
librium conditions are now very apparent. In the frozen-
in state, there is a strong statistical shift of the Fermi en-
ergy, with E„moving by up to 100 meV between 200 and
400 K. The shift of E+ causes a reduction in the effective
activation energy E„and also of the conductivity prefac-
tor uo, where
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donor band.

o =rroexp( —E, /kT),

Figure 6 shows the calculated temperature dependence of
the conductivity in the frozen state and in equihbrium.
Each curve for the frozen state corresponds to freezing
the structure from the indicated temperature, and is
based on the value of nirr measured at that temperature.
The difference between a strongly temperature dependent
EF in the frozen-in state, and an almost temperature in-
dependent EF in equilibrium, results in different slopes
for the calculated conductivity, as is observed experimen-
tally. 's The calculations also show that as the freezing
temperature decreases, the model predicts that the con-
ductivity drops, and its activation energy increases.
These results are in excellent agreement with the data.

The meaning of these different conductivity curves is as
follows. When a sample in equilibrium is subject to a
temperature change, the conductivity will follow a trajec-
tory that lies between the two extremes that we have cal-
culated and shown on Fig. 6. An extremely slowly vary-
ing temperiture allows the sample to remain in equilibri-
um, resulting in the observation of the larger activation
energy. A very rapid change of temperature prevents
equilibration and the smaller activation energy is seen.
For experiments in which a sample is rapidly quenched
and then slowly warmed, o wia first follow the frozen-in
curves, then will drop towards the equilibrium curve as
the equihbration temperature is approached, and fmslly
will follow the equilibrium curve. These effects are all ob-
served. '5

Figure 9 shows further calculations of the conductivity
in the nonequilibrium regime, as various density-of-states
parameters are vaIMd. For example, as the slope of the
conduction-band edge is increased from 200-400 K, the
activation energy decreases by about 50%, for a constant
value of n&T. The calculated conductivity is also weakly
dependent on the position of the donor band.

The model calculations are therefore in good agree-
ment with the experimental observations for the frozen-in

state as well as in equilibrium. We can reproduce the ac-
tivation energy and prefactor very well with the same pa-
rameters that fit the equilibrium case, and the trends with
changing naT are obtained. The only discrepancy is that
the model gives a small but significant downward curva-
ture in the temperature dependence of the conductivity
for the frozen state (see Fig. 6), whereas the measure-
ments show a single activation energy or sometimes an
upward curvature. The curvature in the model calcula-
t'ions is a consequence of the general shape of the band
tail, and cannot be removed by any simple modi6cation
of the density of states. We beheve that the discrepancy
with the data is probably because it is an oversimpli-
fication to assume that conduction occurs above a fixed
mobility edge. Monroe has shown that there is a
significant contribution to the conductivity by hopping
below Ec, and that this contribution increases as the tem-
perature is lowered. " The effect is to give a low-
temperature conductivity which is larger than that calcu-
lated by our model, which would tend to straighten out
the temperature-dependence data. In addition, near the
equilibration temperature the slow time dependence of
nsT causes a distortion of the conductivity data, which
also influences an exact comparison of data and model.

D. The donor band

The preceding model calculations assume a donor band
0.1 eV below Ec, and with a width of 0.1 eV. The results
are, in fact, fairly insensitive to the choice of these pa-
rameters, so long as the donor band remains largely hid-
den within the band tail, so that the conductivity and n&T
data do not give much information about the donors.
However, the hyperfine interaction in ESR can distin-
guish between electrons occupying the intrinsic band-tail
states, and those occupying donors. %e have therefore
used the model to 6t these data, to obtain limits on the
donor band parameters. As in crystalline silicon, the
neutral donor density decreases at elevated temperatures
because electrons are thermally excited into the
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conduction-band tail. A complication in the data is that
although the silicon band-tail resonance increases with
temperature as expected, the total spin density decreases
slightly. The proposed explanation was that electrons ex-
cited near the conduction band have such a short lifetime
that the resonance is greatly broadened out. The efFect
is not too large —the total spin density drops by 26% by
300 K—but this uncertainty limits the precision of the
modeling results. %e assume that both ESR resonances
are a5'ected similarly, and therefore fit the fraction FD of
the total ESR signal that originates from the hyperfine
split lines. In addition, there are reported data for the
doping dependence of FD, measured at low tempera-
ture, and these are replotted in Fig. 10.

Examples of the fits are shown in Fig. 10 for diferent
parameters. The total donor concentration is known
from the doping level. No one set of parameters gives an
accurate fit to both the temperature dependence and the
doping dependence, but the trends are reproduced fairly
well. As would be expected, FD increases with the width
of the donor band and with the binding energy. The best
fit to the doping dependence is with a binding energy of
50 meV and a width of 150 meV. A slightly worse fit is
obtained by using 100 meV for both parameters, and a
significantly deeper donor gives a much poorer fit. Both
sets of parameters give the same calculated temperature
dependence which has the correct general shape, but is
not a particularly good fit to the data. It seems likely
that the donor band may change shape with doping con-
centration, and also probable that it has an exponential
rather than Gaussian low-energy tail. However, given
the limited data it did not seem valuable to explore these
possibilities further.
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FIG. 10. A comparison of the measured fraction of band-tail
electrons that occupy the donor states at diferent temperatures
and doping levels, with the calculated values based on dilerent
choices for the donor band position and width.

IV. THEORY OF THE EI ECDERONIC EQUII ISRIUM

The electronic equilibrium is defined by the density of
states, the electron occupancy, the position of E+, etc. In
this section we develop a model based on free-energy
minimization to account for the experimental results and
to determine the relation between phosphorus incorpora-

tion, and dangling bonds and donors. It is useful to begin
by summarizing the information to be explained by any
theory.

(l) Shallow occupied states. In equilibrium, naT in-
creases with temperature, with an activation energy of
0.1-0.3 eV, depending on doping, with a total change of
about an order of magnitude over the measured tempera-
ture range of 25-300'C.

(2) Dangling bonds M. ost models of equilibrium as-
sume that the density of dangling bonds varies with tem-
perature. Certainly, the variation of naT implies that ei-
ther NDa or Nd, „„(orboth ) are temperature dependent.
Our present data indicate, however, that XDB is almost
unchanged with temperature.

(3) Donors Ag. ain, a temperature-dependent donor
density is implicated by the naT data and Eq. (1). The ex-
periments described in Sec. IIA indeed point to an in-
crease in N~,„„with temperature and with bias anneal-
ing, with changes of about a factor 2 from 60 to 250'C.

(4) Band tail di-stribution T.ime-of-fiight measure-
ments find no change in the hole drift mobility with
equilibration temperature, at least for p-type and un-
doped samples, from which we conclude that the shape of
the valence-band tail is not infiuenced significantly by the
equilibration. " %'e are assuming that the same is true
of the conduction band.

(5) The Fermi energy. Modeling has shown that EF is
almost independent of temperature in equilibrium, and
lies near the minimum of N(E) between the dangling-
bond band and the band taiL

A. Analytical mendel

Our analysis of the equilibrium em'ects begins with an
idealized version of the defect compensation model of
doping. ' This model assumes that donors and dangling
bonds are in equilibrium, and as shown before by our-
selves and Muller et al. , ' is able to explain the general
features of the data. It is useful to analyze this model in
more detail, which is done as follows. In order to have an
analytic solution, we assume that the donors and dan-
gling bonds reside in discrete energy levels at E~ and Ed,
as shown schematically in Fig. 11. The band tail is
represented by a large density of states NT also located at
E~, and we do not include the conduction band at all.
The formation energies of neutral donors and neutral
dangling bonds are taken to be U and Ud, respectively.
Since the states are charged, the actual formation ener-
gies depend on the position of the Fermi energy E+, being
U —E +EF for the donors, with a similar expression for
dangling bonds. The total free energy is then written as

F(f,fq)=N fp(Uq Ep+EF+kTlnfq—)

+N,f,(U„EF+E,+kT lnf, ) . —

Here, f~ and fd are the fraction of the available states, of
density N~ and Xo, that are donors and dangling bonds.
Thus X might be the total phosphorus density, and No
the total silicon density, although the actual values are
discussed below. The entropy terms proportional to lnf,
are the same as used by Smith and %'agner and are based
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%'ithin the assumed density of states in Fig. 11, providing
NT ++Ngonar& ~ST ls given by
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nar =Nrexp[ (E— E—F )IkT],
from which it is readily found that pn ar =kT, so that

Ep = ,' (E —+Ed )+ —,
' ( Ud —U )

kT—t 1+-,' ln[(No/N )(1 na~—/NDa)]I .

(13)

FIG. 11. An illustration of the model assumed for the free-
energy minimization.

on a lattice-gas model. The equilibrium condition is then
found by minimizing I' with respect to both fp and fd.
These two equations, together with the charge neutrality
condition, can be solved for f, fd, and Ep. With substi-
tutions

and

NDB Nofd Ndo o Npfp naT=Npfp Nofd

N ' dEp Idf = —No
' dEp Idfd ——P,

From Eq. (8), provided U and Ud are such that

%god~ ~Hog ~ we have

Nd, „„=NDa=(NoN )'i e

XexpI —[U + Ud (E Ed )]/2—kT I,—
(10)

thus reproducing the square-root dependence on N
found for doping. 23 The f0~ation energy Ut.t for both
donor and dangling bond is seen to be

U„,= —,'[U +Ud (E —Ed)] . —

The energy of the process is half the sum of the individu-
al formation energies minus the energy gained when an
electron drops from E to E&, which corresponds to the
physical picture of the doping model. Individually the
formation energies of donors and dangling bonds are too
large to give high densities, but in charged pairs the ener-

gy is much lower, allowing doping in the presence of the
compensating defects.

The energy-minimization equations also give the Fermi
energy position in equilibrium as

EF= ,'(Ep +Ed )+—,'( Ud —Up )—

,'kT ln[(No/Np)(1 n—m/NDa)] —P—niir .

where p is determined below, we obtain

NDaNdo„„NoNpe e——xpI —[Up+ Ud

—(E» Ed )]IkT—
I . (8)

As expected, this analysis reproduces the defect compen-
sation model, and follows directly from the law-of-mass
action applied to the reaction

Equations (11) and (14) define the equilibrium, giving the
density of states and the position of the Fermi energy.
Equation (14) illustrates that the position of Ep is deter-
mined by the diFerence in the individual formation ener-
gies, in contrast to the density of states which is only
dependent on the sum. The first term in Eq. (14) indi-
cates that for equal Ud and Up, Ep would be pinned mid-
way between the two states, provided the temperature-
dependent term is fairly small. If U& g U, then EF
moves up toward the band edge. Thus a major contribu-
tion to the doping of a-Si:H is from this energy difference.
In previous work we argued that EF was pinned in the
density-of-states minimum between the two bands from
considerations of the doping model. The present analysis
justi6es the assumption of a pinned EF, but that the pre-
cise position depends on the formation energies as well as
the density of states. Finally, we note that Ep is predict-
ed to have only a weak temperature dependence, but one
that depends on the values of No and Np. [The term
na&INDa in the temperature-dependent part of Eq. (14)
is small and can be neglected. ]

The physical interpretation of the thermodynamics is
that the Fermi energy adjusts to a level that equalizes the
formation energies of dopants and defects. For example,
suppose that E+ was at a lower energy than given by Eq.
(14). The formation energy of the donors ( U —E +Ep)
would then be reduced so that their density would in-
crease. This eS'ect would then raise the Fermi energy. A
corresponding argument applies to the dangling bonds.
The weak temperature dependence of Ep therefore comes
about because the changes in formation energy tends to
cancel out the statistical shift, causing the Fermi energy
to be eftectively pinned.

The various parameters in the analysis can be roughly
estimated as follows. From the density-of-states model in
Fig. 4, the energy E Ed is 0.75 eV w—ith the donor level
at Ec—0.05 eV. It has been argued that the source of de-
fects are the weak Si—Si bonds, rather than every silicon
atom. ' lt is unclear how many such weak bonds are
present, but we guess that this might be about 0.1 —1 % of
the bonds, and so set No to be 10' -10 ' cm . Howev-
er, the bias-annealing experiment indicated that the dop-
ing e%ciency could approach unity, so we set X to the
total phosphorus concentration. These choices, which
are discussed later, imply that at high doping levels,
N&-XO, so that the temperature dependence of EF is
very weak, in agreement with the results in Fig. 5. The
information that at a doping level of 10, the dangling-
bond density is 10' cm, for growth at 230 C, then
gives a value of Uz+ U& of about 0.9 eV. Gn the other
hand, the measured position of Ez gives U& —Uz of about
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0.3 eV, resulting in an estimated defect energy of 0.6 eV
and for donors of 0.3 eV. In undoped a-Si:H, the density
of neutral dangling bonds is 10' -10' cm . Assuming
that these defects are in equilibrium at the growth tem-
perature of 230'C yields a formation energy of about 0.5
cV, which is close to the above estimate. Thus a con-
sistent and plausible set of paraineters accounts for the
results.

8. Numerical model

The analytical model accounts well for the general
features of the equilibrium state. However, it is based on
an oversimpli6ed density-of-states distribution, which
might inliuence the results. We have therefore repeated
the energy-minimization procedure by numerical calcula-
tion using the actual density of states which was applied
to ihe modeling of the transport. The procedure starts
with an initial guess at XDB and Nd~»„calculates Ez us-

ing the full density of states, and then calculates the free
energy from Eq. (6}. The free energy is then minimized

by successive iterations. We still assume a single value of
the formation energy for defects and donors, and so are
not including any distribution of sites, nor any depen-
dence on the energy level in the gap. These assumptions
are discussed later.

Figures 12-14 illustrate the results obtained by the
free-energy minimization. Figure 12 shows the tempera-
ture dependence of EF for different assumed values of Ud

and U~, and compares the results with those obtained
from the analytical model [Eq. (14)j. For the calculations
we take Xo ——10' cm and plot results for a doping level
of 10 . The broadened density of states tends to push
EF towards the minimum in the density of states com-
pared to the analytical model. The reason is that the neu-
tral states are energetically unfavored, so that when

E& —Ez is small the numerical model gives a lower posi-
tion of EF. On the other hand, when EF is into the defect
band, the numerical model gives a higher EF. The results
in Fig. 12 show that the full density of states also changes
the temperature dependence of EF. Again Ez is pushed
towards the density-of-states minimum at elevated tem-
peratures because of the tendency to minimize the density
of the neutral states. The analytical solution is therefore
not a particularly good approximation, although both
calculations give only weak dependences, at least at high
doping levels. At lower doping levels a stronger tempera-
ture dependence is expected due to the ln(No/X~ ) term
in Eq. (14}. The calculations are for a doping level of
10 ~, which has a measured activation energy of 0.28 eV,
so that the best fit is obtained with Ud ——0.6 and U =0.3
eV in agreement with the analytical model, and these pa-
rameters are therefore used in the remaining calculations.

Figure 13 shows the calculated temperature depen-
dence of the dangling-bond density and naT based on the
best choice of parameters from Fig. 12. The defect densi-

ty follows a square-root dependence on doping, in agree-
ment with experiment, with approximately the correct
density of 10 cm at a doping level of 10, and
3 g 10' at 10 . The dangling-bond density is activated
with a small energy of less than 0.1 eV, rather than being
independent of temperature, and this is a point discussed
further below. naT also has an approximate square-root
dependence on doping, with about the correct magnitude.
The activation energy of about 0.15 eV is given correctly
for the highest doping level (compare Fig. 2), but is a lit-
tle too low at the lower doping levels.

In Fig. 14 the calculated dc conductivity is plotted as-
suming a free-carrier mobility of 10 cm /V sec and com-
pared to experimental results. The calculations come
very close to reproducing the measured doping depen-
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dence. The activation energy is about right at high dop-
ing levels, although it does not increase at lower doping
as much as the experiments indicate. It is therefore very
satisfactory that with a simple model we can compute,
essentially from first principles, virtually all the electronic
properties of doped e-Si:8, and obtain reasonable agree-
ment with the observations. This leads us to conclude
that the free-energy minimization model is essentially
correct.

There are, however, two aspects of the calculations
that do not fully agree with the experimental results. In
the model, both n BT and cr increase with the doping level,
but with little change in their activation energies,
whereas experimentally a small but significant change in
the energy is observed. This result comes about because
the model gives too large a temperature dependence of
EF at low doping levels. This is apparent from Eq. (14) in
which EF contains the term (approximately)
kTln(NO/N ) which obviously gets larger as N de-
creases. A better fit to the data would result from a
choice of the density of weak bonds, No, which increased
with doping. The other difference between model and ex-
periment is the temperature dependence of NDS. In
Tables I and II evidence is presented that NDIi is essen-
tially independent of temperature in equihbrium. It is
easy to see from Eqs. (10) and (11) that this can only be
explained by the model if the energy U„,=0. The densi-

ty of dangling bonds should then approach the density of
accessible states, so that a very low value of No must be
assumed to get the correct temperature dependence. A
possible alternative explanation is that most or all of the
dangling bonds do not ln fact participate in the equihbra-
tion, but this seems unlikely given the evidence for equili-
bration of the defects in undoped a-Si:H. '

Thc difference bet wccll model and cxpcrlllicllt sccill to
be related to the choice of No, and this is the parameter
that is the most uncertain since it depends on the detailed
Inlcl'oscoplc Iliccllalllsnis of dcfcct crcatlon. Ill thc Ilcxt
section and in the discussion we argue that our assump-
tion of a constant No and a single formation energy is a

severe oversimplification which may be the origin of the
remaimng diFerences between model and experiment.

V. THE STRUCTURAL RELAXATION
TOWARDS EQUILIBRIUM

The fact that a-Si:H attains equilibrium implies that
there must be bonding rearrangements that cause the
changes in the density of states. There must also be an
energy barrier for these structural rearrangements which
is manifested in the electronic properties as the
temperature-dependent relaxation times. We therefore
study the time-dependent relaxation from a nonequilibri-
um state towards equilibrium in order to obtain informa-
tion about the structure.

A. The role Of hydrogen

Previously, we proposed that the structural changes
are caused by hydrogen motion, although descriptions of
the equilibrium based only on rearrangements of the sil-
icon network have also been proposed. The main evi-
dence for the role of hydrogen was that difFusion occurs
in the same temperature range as the equilibration. Fur-
thermore, by relating the difFusion coefficient to the
e8'ective viscosity at the equilibration temperature, the
diffusion rate quantitatively accounts for the equilibration
times. There is now additional evidence for the role of
hydrogen in the equilibration, as follows.

In Fig. 1 the time-dependent decay of naT from its ini-
tial high value to an eventual steady state is seen. At
125'C the equilibrium is reached after 10 min, but at
room temperature this is only obtained after a year or
more. At each temperature the relaxation extends over
2-4 orders of magnitude in time and is much more gra-
dual than a simple exponential. The decay is accurately
described by a stretched exponential form,

hnaT ——bnoexp[ (t/~)—], (15)

where hn &I is the departure of n&T from its equilibrium
value. The dispersion parameter p increases from 0.45 at
room temperature to 0.7 at 125'C. In another paper,
the stretched exponential and the temperature depen-
dence of p are explained quantitatively by relating these
to the measured dispersive time dependence of the hydro-
gen diffusion.

In Fig. 15 the temperature dependence of the relaxa-
tion time vE is shown. The solid points are taken from
Fig. 1 in which the relaxation data is 6tted to the
stretched exponential form of Eq. (15). The other data
are estimated from the dependence of n&T on the cooling
rates at diFerent temperatures. The fact that a quench
rate of 2-5'C/sec results in no further increase in nsT
above 220'C, as in Fig. 6 of Ref. 1, implies that the sam-
ple has completely relaxed in the time to cool through
this temperature, so that the relaxation time can be es-
timated, albeit imprecisely. These estimates are con-
sistent with the direct measurements and show that the
relaxation times are activated with an energy of about
0.95 eV and a prefactor of about 10 ' sec '. These data
supercede the previous results which indicated that the
activation energy decreased at low temperature, and
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which were based on incomplete relaxation data. Results
for p-type a-Si:H taken from Ref. 1 are also shown in Fig.
15. Complete relaxation curves have not yet been mea-
sured, so that these data are still rather approximate, but
show that rE is again activated with relaxation times
about an order of magnitude shorter than for n-type sam-
ples.

Both the activation energy and difFerence between @-
type and n-type doping are consistent with the known hy-
drogen difFusion. ' Although the difFusion data find a
slightly higher activation energy of 1.2-1.3 eV, we have
noted before that the time dependence of the difFusion
leads to a slight overestimate of the energy. '

Further evidence for the role of hydrogen is given in
Fig. 16 which shows 65'C relaxation data for dilerent
doping levels from 10 to 10 [PH3]/[SiH~]. Previous-
ly we reported that the decay was similar for all n-type
samples. ' The present more-detailed data show that
there is a trend towards a longer relaxation time at lower
doping levels. Since the hydrogen difFusion coef6cient
also decreases at lower doping levels, the results are fur-
ther support for the role of hydrogen in the relaxation
process. The shape of the decay is a stretched exponen-
tial with about the same exponent for all doping levels.

Another feature of the relaxation is its dependence on
the electronic state of the material. Figure 17(a) shows
how the relaxation of n ~ at one particular temperature
(65 'C) depends on the initial quenching conditions which
give difFerent frozen-in values of n ~. Data are shown for
quenching from 150, 210, and 250'C, the last of these be-
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equilibrium a unique relaxation curve is obtained. Even
for the larger initial niiT, the shape of the decay is not
significantly altered; it is simply shifted to shorter times.
This result is important for the analysis of the stretched
exponential relaxation which assumes that the decay is in
the regime of a small deviation from equilibrium.

As the deviation from equilibrium gets larger, the form
of the relaxation does change substantially. The bias-
annealing results of Fig. 3 show that very large enhance-
ments of n aT can be obtained, and the room-temperature
relaxation under these conditions is shown in Fig. 17(b).
For the largest naT, a 30% reduction occurs within the
first few minutes, whereas for smaller quenched in values
of niiT more than 10 times longer is required to observe
the same relative change. Quenching without bias results
in an even smaller initial naY and the decay is even
slower. '

Evidently the relaxation rate is enhanced. by the in-

creased density of electrons, or by the shift of the Fermi
energy, and this must be explained by any model of the
relaxation. In fact, we argue that the increased relaxa
tion rate for samples with a large quenched in naT is an
inevitable consequence of the electronic equilibrium. To
see this we note that the rate of change of Nd, „„orNDa
must be given by an expression of the form

dNdonor /dr =Np rE NdonorrRH

where r, and r,H are the probabilities of creating and an-
nihilating donors, with a similar expression applying to
dangling bonds. Equihbrium occurs when dNdoH«ldt
=0. We know that the equilibrium value of N~o„„ is re-
lated to naT at each temperature, otherwise we could not
freeze in a nonequilibrium state, nor could we change the
equilibrium in the bias-annealing experiments of Fig. 3.
Consequently, one or both of r, and r,„are functions of
n aT, so that dNdo„„/dt certainly is also.

Thus it is no surprise that the relaxation rate increases
with the excess n iiT and any model to explain the relaxa-
tion must include this dependence. The hydrogen
difFusion model is again consistent with the results since
DH also depends on naT, as is seen from the doping
dependence of the dim'usion. The interpretation of the

doping dependence is that the hydrogen release energy is

decreased by an electron dropping from the Fermi energy
to the dangling-bond state formed as the hydrogen is

released. The model predicts that a larger naT, which

raises E~, will increase the diS'usion. Thus although we

have no data, we anticipate that, for example, illumina-

tion will increase DH and a depletion bias wiB reduce it.
From all the above results we conclude that there is

very strong evidence that hydrogen motion drives the
structural changes that lead to thermal equilibrium (see
Ref. 11 for further discussion).

occurs. A complete explanation of the equilibrium must
therefore relate hydrogen motion to the creation and an-
nihilation of defects and donors, and this is now attempt-
ed.

A. The role of hydrogen in the electronic equilibrium

It has been pointed out before that hydrogen motion
can easily change the coordination of both silicon and
phosphorus by the release of hydrogen from Si—H or
P—H bonds and by breaking Si—Si or Si—P
bonds. "' ' '~' In fact, a key feature of the interpreta-
tion of hydrogen difFusion is that interstitial hydrogen
does break weak Si—Si bonds, ' and experimental evi-
dence for this is that the hydrogen concentration in-
creases when a-Si:H 61ms are exposed to a hydrogen plas-
ma. " Energy estimates also find that the required bond
strain is reasonable. ' The reaction of hydrogen with the
silicon network is therefore described by the model de-
picted in Fig. 18(a). This assumes a distribution of Si—Si
bond energies broadened by the network disorder. The
vertical scale is the energy of the hydrogen atom in the
Si—Si, so that the lowest energy corresponds to the
weakest and most easily broken bond. Since it is known
that hydrogen can move freely in and out of the growing
Slm, the hydrogenation must be at or close to equihbri-
um, and so can be described by a chemical potential pH.
If pH lies above some Si—Si bond energies, then these
will be occupied, and thus changed into Si—H bonds.

A more realistic model of growth must take into ac-
count that the formation of Si—H bonds at the growing
surface will cause a major rearrangement of the structure,
and so will change the distribution of Si—Si bonds. We
argue that the weak bonds that otherwise would lie near
the chemical potential will be eliminated by the hydro-
gen, and that the resulting Si—8 bonds will be so relaxed
that they cannot easily revert to weak bonds. Thus the
distribution of bond energies might be as in Fig. 18(b),
with a minimum density near the chemical potential

UNRELAXEQ RELAXED

We now attempt to bring together the model for the
electronic equihbrium with the underlying bonding
changes. Our structural model is that the motion of hy-
drogen is the means by which the electronic equilibrium

FIG. 18. A schematic diagram of the influence of hydrogen
on the distribution of Si—Si and Si—H bonds in a-Si:H. (a}
shows the chemical potential intersecting a hypothetical distri-
bution of bonds. (b) sho~s the expected result when relaxation
of the bonds during growth is included.
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separating Si—H bonds from Si—Si bonds. The specific
distribution will depend very much on the deposition
conditions. We also expect that the distribution of Si—H
bond energies will be relatively sharp, because they are
largely decoupled from the distortions of the silicon net-
work, but that the Si—Si distribution will be quite broad.

One way of understanding the distribution of Fig. 18(b)
is to note that once a weak bond is broken by one hydro-
gen atom it will be energetically favorable for a second
hydrogen to attach to the remaining dangling bond. If
we denote the occupancy of a weak bond by zero, one, or
iwo hydrogen atoms as 80„$V~ and 8'2, then the reac-
tion

Si-H BONDS

is exothermic. This model of hydrogen in weak Si~i
bonds is therefore analogous to that of a negative-U de-
fect, in that hydrogen has a tendency to pair on these
sites. A negative U implies strong lattice relaxation
which will necessarily occur at strained bonds. ' In a
negative-U model the chemical potential hes between the
lower doubly occupied state and the higher empty state.
This effect is then origin of p,z lying in the minimum in
the distribution shown in Fig. 18(b}. For a simple
negative-U model the density of singly occupied states is
Noexp( —E/2kT), where No is the total density of states,
and E is the energy difference between empty and doubly
occupied states. However, it is clear that our description
implies a broad distribution of No and E

One consequence of this model for hydrogen incor-
poration during growth is that as the chemical potential
of the hydrogen is raised, the disorder of the silicon net-
work will be reduced because the low-energy weak bonds
are ehminated. The chemical potential increases with the
concentration of atomic hydrogen in the plasma, so that
the growth of microcrystalline Slms with a high hydrogen
gas concentration is consistent with these ideas. In gen-
eral, we expect a fundamental difference between the
efFects of atomic hydrogen during growth or subsequent
to growth.

The motion of the hydrogen is included in the model il-

lustrated in Fig. 19. DifFusion experiments conclude that
hydrogen moves through in interstitial site about 1.5 eV
above the Si-H energy, so that this interstitial band has
been added to the distribution of Fig. 18(b}. The diSusion
is a process of excitation up to the interstitial level fol-
lowed by trapping either at the weak bonds or at unoccu-
pied Si-H sites, which are of course dangling bonds. In
general, we expect there will be many more weak bond
sites ai which ihe hydrogen can be trapped than dangling
bonds. On the other hand, most of the weak bond ener-
gies are very shallow and at these sites the trapping time
18 very sboit. This model seems able to account for the
dispersive motion of hydrogen in just the same way as for
electrons or holes in a band tail. After a hydrogen is ex-
cited to the interstitial level, it will be repeatedly trapped
and released, but with increasing time it will sample
deeper and deeper traps, thus reducing the difFusion
coeScient. By analogy with models of dispersive elec-
tronic transport, an exponential distribution of weak
bond energies w111 give a power"law time dependence for

FIG. 19. A schematic diagrara illustrating the Si—H bonds,
the weak Si—Si bonds that can be broken by hydrogen, and the
energy of the mobile hydrogen interstitials. A possible path for
hydrogen di8usion is illustrated.

the hydrogen difFusion with a temperature dependence
T/T, as is observed. This model is also similar to that
used by Dyre, who describes a glass in terms of an ex-
ponentially decreasing density of configurations, with
transitions from one state to another occurring by excita-
tion to a higher-energy liquidlike state. i3 The time
dependence of the system is then treated analogously to
dispersive transport. Thus our description of Si—H
bonding may also form a natural basis for the hydrogen-
glass model of a-Si:H. '

$. Dlmull|on of the freemnergy model

It must be emphasized that the free energy minimiza-
tion model for the electronic equilibrium makes many
simplifying assumptions, the most obvious being single
values for the formation energies. The above description
of hydrogen bonding makes it clear that the energies are
expected to have a fairly broad distribution. This distri-
bution may itself change as the hydrogen moves about.
Furthermore, if dangling bonds can result when a weak
bond is broken by hydrogen, or when hydrogen is
released from an Si—H bond, then the defects may have
two characteristically difFerent local environments.

The different local bonding environments of Si and P
atoms created during growth must also be considered.
An assumption of the equilibrium model is that almost all
phosphorus atoms were available to form donors, but
only a small fraction of the silicon could form dangling
bonds. There is a basic asymmetry in the conversion of
threefold and fourfold states which may justify this as-
sumption. Any threefold site can be made fourfold by
the addition of hydrogen, which we expect is small
enough not to be topologieally hindered. On the other
hand, the reverse process of removing a hydrogen atom
will not apply to a fourfold site that is bonded only to
other Si or P atoms. These can only be made threefold by
breaking a bond. In equilibrium most of the silicon is
fourfold and most phosphorus is threefold, so that donors
can be created at any P atom but dangling bonds only at
a subset of Si atoms. The real bonding structure is there-



MECHANISMS OF THERMAL EQUILIBRATION IN DOPED. . .

From these equations one obtains

Eo tF.
NDa/&o=(r/wo) ' (20)

In annealing and coohng experiments, the highest and
lowest temperatures at which the equihbrium can be
monitored corresponds to fast quenching with a time
constant of, say -0.1 sec, and a long anneal, say for one
day, with t —10 sec. Thus the expected range of Nna is
10 E E. Ez is estimated to be 0.5-0.6 eV, '0 and E can-
not be larger than 1.5 eV to give equilibrium in the ob-
served temperature range. Therefore the expected ob-

fore very complex.
In addition to the effects of the particular bonding

structures, any dependence of the formation energies on
the electromc energy level of the donor or danshng bond
has also been neglected. Also, no effects of the Coulomb
interaction between the charged states have been includ-
ed, which might result in a doping dependence of the
shape of the density of states, the formation energies, and
even the position of the nobility edge.

Despite the many approximations, the model described
is very successful in its ability to reproduce the electronic
properties of a-Si:H, starting only from minimizing the
free energy. Clearly, a more realistic model for the distri-
bution of formation energies is needed. Hopefully, the in-
troduction of such a distribution would remove the
remaining differences between model and experiment, but
in the absence of a clear understanding of the distribu-
tion, we have not made further calculations.

The one observation that is the most puzzling is the
lack of temperature dependence of the dangling-bond
density in the equilibrium state. The cancellation of the
energies in Eq. (11) would be a surprising coincidence. It
seems to us that a similar puzzle also apphes to the equi-
librium in undoped a-Si:H. The experimental informa-
tion to date indicates that the dangling-bond density
changes by a factor of about 2 over the investigated range
of freezing temperatures. ' The change in Nna can be
easily predicted from an assumption that both NDa and
the time to reach equilibrium are activated,

NDa ——Noexp( —E~ /k T),

v =~oexp(E/kT) .

servable range of ND& is about 100 To explain the smaller
observed variation requires Ed-0. 1 eV, which is ap-
parently inconsistent with the measured density. Evi-
dently, there is still much more to be understood in the
equilibration process.

The main points of the paper are as follows.
(1) In equilibrium, the band-tail charge n aT is activated

with an energy 0.15-0.25 eV. The equihbration of niiT is
dominated by changes in the density of donors rather
than by dangling bonds which are almost independent of
temperature. These results are the erst clear evidence
that the donors equilibrate.

(2) The equilibrium can be modeled successfully using a
free-energy minimization approach, assuming electronic
equilibration of the donor and dangling-bond states, but
not of the distribution of the band tails. The modeling
gives excellent consistency between the measurements of
nBT and the conductivity, and despite several simplifying
assumptions, we show that the full electronic properties
can be well reproduced directly from the free-energy
minlmizatjon.

(3) The relaxation of n&T towards equihbrium follows a
stretched exponential time dependence. The time con-
stant is activated vrith an energy of about 1 eV, but the
time constant also depends on the initial value of n aT and
on the doping level. These results provide further evi-
dence that the motion of hydrogen causes the equilibra-
tion of the electronic states. An important process is be-
lieved to be creation of dangling bonds by hydrogen-
breaking weak bonds.

(4) The model has difficulty in accounting for the tem-
perature independence of the dangling-bond density
which requires a better understanding of the equilibration
reactions at an atomic level, and of the distribution of
formation energies.
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